
7th Grade Spelling Words

Set 1 - September 11 

newsroom, edition, sportscaster, media, headline, 
copy, editorial, newscast, caption, commentary, 
newsprint, verify, deliver, footage, masthead, 
exclusive, update, coverage, newsreel, dateline


Set 2 - September 18 

transmit, indicate, enroll, rustic, comfort, enclose, 
culprit, ambition, parachute, elegant, mistake, 
campus, property, support, witness, picnic, 
improve, extreme, dignity, wisdom


Set 3 - September 25 

notify, raven, climate, vehicle, alien, idol, trial, basis, 
creature, motivate, species, notion, prior, reality, 
noble, idle, trophy, premium, oval, mutual


Set 4 - October 2 

keyboard, self-esteem, dining room, classmate, far-
fetched, granddaughter, briefcase, self-taught, four-
fifths, word processing, newsstand, quick-witted, 
pencil sharpener, well-known, thirteen-year-olds, 
textbook, self-employed, study hall, brother-in-law, 
three-fourths


Set 5 - October 9 

challenge, embarrass, apparent, exaggerate, 
communicate, accompany, unnecessary, surrender, 
impression, allegiance, immense, accomplish, 
procession, interrupt, equipped, assess, warrant, 
possibility, alliance, professional 


Set 6 - October 16 

fearlessness, requirement, extremely, reconsider, 
thoughtfulness, inability, disappointment, 
unexpected, surname, alphabetical, reappearance, 
surprisingly, agreeable, regardless, unemotional, 
adventuresome, thoughtlessness, underestimate, 
improvement, emotional


Set 7 - October 23 

encouragement, idleness, canoe, manage, 
forgiveness, acreage, outrageous, management, 
forgive, canoeing, inventiveness, encourage, acre, 
commencement, advantageous, commence, 
fierceness, amazement, awareness, announcement


Set 8 - October 30 

recognize, recognition, decoration, decorate, 
combine, combination, determination, determine, 
graduation, graduate, hesitate, hesitation, 
education, educate, compete, competition, 
eliminate, elimination, admiration, admire


Set 9 - November 13 

demonstration, concentrate, issuing, believable, 
excuse, communication, comparable, endure, 
appreciation, ignorance, concentrating, 
examination, likable, concentration, excusable, 
receiving, organization, endurance, celebration, 
achieving


Set 10 - November 20 

wrestle, scenic, guarantee, descendant, knoll, align, 
spaghetti, herb, sought, honesty, schedule, 
thoroughly, gnarled, hustle, descend, scenery, 
exhibition, resign, gauge, jostle


Set 11 - December 4 

absolutely, briefly, vague, fortunately, urgent, 
particular, instantly, necessarily, deliberate, 
particularly, immediately, urgently, accurately, 
deliberately, presently, readily, approximately, 
vaguely, positively, absolute


Set 12 - December 11 

compatible, questionable, uncomfortable, eligible, 
unavoidable, accessible, reasonable, unacceptable, 
permissible, incredible, unreasonable, remarkable, 
unmistakable, ineligible, considerable, recognizable, 
suitable, admirable, noticeable, disagreeable


Set 13 - December 18 

breathe, usually, vacuum, picnicking, bouquet, 
annually, pursuit, bouillon, actual, league, 
mimicking, variety, coupon, maneuver, curiosity, 
peculiar, visually, courtesy, initial, pursue


Set 14 - January 8 

confer, conferred, conference, occur, occurred, 
occurrence, omit, omitted, omitting, prefer, 
preferred, preference, infer, inferred, refer, reference, 
referring, compel, compelled, compelling




7th Grade Spelling Words

Set 15 -  January 15 

avocado, stampede, cafeteria, rodeo, mustang, 
iguana, lariat, sierra, tornado, cinch, fiesta, 
mosquito, cabana, bravado, mesa, canyon, pronto, 
siesta, patio, tortilla


Set 16 - January 29 

activities, potatoes, mix-ups, copies, shelves, 
spoonfuls, mothers-in-law, echoes, knives, 
opportunities, tomatoes, cupfuls, fathers-in-law, 
thieves, boundaries, volcanoes, passersby, 
teaspoonfuls, companies, mosquitoes 


Set 17 - February 5 

application, asset, affirm, according, attain, 
applaud, assurance, account, assortment, affix, 
appetite, attempt, accustomed, approval, attire, 
assemble, appliance, afford, assert, attentive


Set 18 - February 12 

tangerine, suede, gardenia, calico, frankfurter, 
tuxedo, angora, cardigan, damask, cheddar, 
magnolia, denim, hamburger, cantaloupe, satin, 
currant, leotard, cashmere, hyacinth, camellia


Set 19 - February 19 

laboratory, auxiliary, mischievous, salary, 
temperature, accidentally, remembrance, 
veterinarian, disastrous, athletic, separately, laundry, 
temperament, principally, miniature, partially, 
hindrance, incidentally, privilege, maintenance 


Set 20 - February 26 

abstract, complicate, persist, attractive, strict, 
replica, distract, consist, restrict, insistence, 
duplicate, resist, constrict, detract, resistance, 
complication, attract, insist, retract, consistent


Set 21 - March 5 

monopoly, dual, unique, biennial, monotony, 
duplication, unite, monocle, unify, duo, binoculars, 
university, monorail, duplex, unison, monotonous, 
biannual, monotone, universe, monogram


Set 22 - March 12 

phonics, telescope, chronology, diagram, 
microphone, stethoscope, headphones, telegram, 
chronic, anagram, symphonic, grammatical, 
synchronize, telephone, periscope, chronicle, 
megaphone, earphones, microscope, saxophone


Set 23 - March 19 

adapt, adopt, personnel, personal, stationary, 
stationery, advise, advice, formally, formerly, 
complement, compliment, affect, effect, device, 
devise, conscious, conscience, disinterested, 
uninterested 


Set 24 - March 26 

deluxe, carousel, mirage, fiancé, picturesque, 
masquerade, corsage, fatigue, impasse, chaperone, 
intrigue, fiancée, boutique, camouflage, expertise, 
silhouette, résumé, souvenir, menagerie, gourmet


Set 25 - April 9 

fluctuate, mannerism, missive, fluent, 
magnanimous, admission, influence, inanimate, 
manicure, remiss, manipulate, fluency, transmission, 
emancipate, unanimous, manual, dismiss, animate, 
fluorescent, intermission


Set 26 - April 16 

specific, classically, mechanical, scientific, 
artistically, dynamic, historical, drastically, heroic, 
scientifically, artistic, mechanically, classic, 
historically, economic, heroically, dynamically, 
drastic, specifically, economically


Set 27 - April 23 

conscientious, crucial, substantial, spacious, 
repetitious, spatial, confidential, ferocious, 
residential, financial, gracious, impartial, vicious, 
facial, influential, ambitious, glacial, suspicious, 
potential, superficial


Set 28 - April 30 

involve, conversation, extrovert, prospect, 
revolution, spectacular, anniversary, evolve, respect, 
versatile, expectation, advertise, inspect, spectator, 
converse, revolve, spectacle, controversy, suspect, 
introvert
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Set 29 - May 7 

commercial, colleague, correlate, cooperation, 
commend, correspondence, coordinate, commuter, 
collaborate, corruption, collide, correction, 
commute, correspond, commemorate, 
coordination, commodity, corrode, collapse, 
collision


Set 30 - May 14 

beautify, sufficient, defective, clarify, facsimile, 
perfection, liquefy, certificate, defect, artificial, 
effective, identify, faction, efficient, infection, 
magnify, faculty, magnificent, certify, manufacture


